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hiASTER NOTICE 

0 1MTRODUCT10W 
has been reproduced f r 9 m lb* b^Tallabie 
abUlt° r*"1* t h ° b r 3 a d m * « * " • avail-

This talk I* intended as background Material for many of the 
other talks treatise the possible applications of CUTa to t*w very early 
universe, t start with a review of the present theoretical and pheooQetio-
loglcal status of GOTs before going on Co raise some new i u w t for their 
prospective cnsmalogical applications -Jhlch arise in superayrnmetric (susy) 
CUTs, The first section in an update an conventional fiUTs <EHis I960, 
which is followed by a rvmlmlur of oone of the tnot ivittlunH for going 
BupLTsynunotric CDirooponlos & r!i>nr>>i 19811 Sakal 1982), There then follisvs 
a simplo ^rinwr on susy and n discussion nf ihc MtTueture and phenwiii'riolDfjy 
of simple susy GUTs. Finally wu coiau to tha cnsmolaglcil issues, Including 
problems arising from tlif tit-cone racy of susy mlnliwi, baryosyncheals and 
ouporsymnctrie inflation, the puMKipllIty that gravity It an essential 
complication in construct injj Ntisy GUTs and discussing their cosmology, nnd 
the related qui;fit ion of wlui nuiiK rangu is flLlowud far the grsvltino. 
Several parts of this write-up contain new material which haw emerged 
either during the Workshop or subsequently. They are included here for 
completeness and the convpnlenre of the prospfrcttve readerP Wherever 
possible, these anachfonitwi will be flagged so as to keep straight the 
historical record* 

t STANDARD arf S 
Prestnahly you arc r.mlliar with the «*>( Ivni Inn* end guiding, 

principles of convent ( A M I CUTs (Cvorgl i Clashow 1974; Cvorgl et_ mU 
1974). Tliey will not b* dltu-UKsctl here, but Just an update given on lliclr 
pbcnomenoliigiral status (for aure details see EI J in 1981). CUTs make 
several low energy predictions, sane of which work «nd sune of which -irt-
less successful. First the fiood newst standard GUT* predict (Harciano h 
Slrlin 1981; Llewellyn Smith et al* 1981) 

* Work supported by the D=j«irt.:ie»t of Energy, contract DE-ACOJ-76SP00515. 
t On leave nf absence from CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, 
(Invited calk presented at the Nuffield Workshop on the Very Early Universe, 
Cambridge, England. June 21-July 9, 1982.) 
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sln'ej" «Q 2> - 20 (ioV2) - 0.215 t 0.002 (1) 

for flgg <4 operation*! flavors) »0.l to O.Z CcV, This ID to he compared 
with the experimental value for the affective value of aln 20 u (Including 
radiative corrections) at an average •omentim transfer <QZ> - 20 GeV2 in 
deep inelastic vH scattering (Horeiano a SlrUn 1980; Llewellyn Snith 6 
Uheater 19*1): 

•1» 20* (
W<«) 2> - 20 Cat 2) - 0.216 i 0.012 . (2) 

Another successful prediction (Chanovltz eje al,* 1977; Bursa et, al. 1978; 
NanopouliM & Boss 1982) la for tha b quark mags, deduced from the i lepton 

If one asaunca the existence of 6 quark flavors corresponding to 3 light 
neutrinos* How for the leaa Hood naval In the sane way that (3) was 
deduced from a one can also deduce from a chat (Bursa et al 1976): 

n a " 4 GaV (?) («) 

vhen-as many thsorlata hellove that the true short distance value of 
m * 150 Ife-V (Weinberg 1977). I on not convinced by their arguaentr u/til 
prefer to wait and see what value of a will emerge from lattice QCD 
calculations. Finally tho hnri noun: on tho sane basis as the predictions 
(3) and (4> out can also pTtdlct (BuTae at. ai. J978) 

"d^s " Be/ ny ^' 
while experimentally we know that n /» • 1/200 and conventional QCD 
phenomenology suggests that *_•/»» * 1/20, Despite the quantitative diUi-
cullies (4rS) the quark and lee-ton masses are qualitatively in the correct 
relationship, and perhapa sone small effect can cone in at the level of 
HeV to cure the ratio (S> for »D/BJ (Ellis * Cat Hard 1979). 

Thus, undlttcouraspd, we do not yet Ions faith in the nost 
existing prediction of eonvrntlonal CVTs, namely for barypn deray. FTCTD 

2 2 Figure 1 we find a decay amplitude « K '""v? where g is the CUT coupling 
constant and o^ the superheavy bosen nan*, fro* which we deduce 

r(B * t+X) • 1/wJ u mj| . 
In slnple nudels sufh a.-, u , ,1M1 SU<?) or SO(10) one >:an vstlaale 

« j , * 0 to a j - i o 1 1 - / ^ (7) 

CM 
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nheie Ajj^ is the strong interaction scale parameter estimated to be 
JLg =. {0.1 to 0,?) CeV , (8) 

Combining Equations (7) and (8) We Infer that 
«, • (l to *) « l o H 6eV . (•> 

Various estimates of the constants of proportionality In the dependence 
(6) on n, then suggest (Ellis et al. 1980) that 

T B - tlo 2 7 to 10 3 1) years (10) 
in simple fairs. There are now two experiments (Krishnaswamy et al. 1981, 
1982; Battlstoni et al. 1982) reporting positive evidence for oaryco. 
decay — one since the Workshop-corresponding to a nucleoli lifetime of a 
few times 10 years. It will be Interesting to see whether these pre
liminary indications are confirmed, and whether Che branching ratios for 
baryon decay conform to the conventional CUT predictions, If so, it would 
be s dramatic confirmation of RUT ldtai. 

Fig, 1. Diagrams contributing to ths dimen
sion 6 operators responsible for baryon decay 
in minimal SU(5>. 

Ironically, even en our experimental colleagues make these 
fascinating observations, theoretical fashion la deserting conventional 
CuTa. The reason is the hierarchy probleat why/how la «\Z*x " I? 
Conventional CUTa contain two vastly different energy scales «y awd s^, 
and B ^ in particular la men less than the natural candidate for a oaslc 

19 mass scale, nanely the Planck mass ay » ID CeV. In conventional CUTs 
the t m nans scales n^ and m_ are associated with two aata of Biggs fields 
— elg.- the lit* and the J> H of fliggse* in Minimal SD(S). These are to 
have a ratio or vacnun expectation values of order 10 s 

EL 
2 • **" S I ( «W<»"'p<«Hvlo> = 7fe(^-j_J <»> 

To achieve this gymnastic feat we nted a scalar potential V(*,n> In which 
the effective mass of the SV(2> doublet components of the H multfplet fs 
very small: 
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Thio feat Is difficult to arrange, since Cher* Are many contributions -a 
the acalar aasaaa which «r« « priori such larger than (12), nuggestlng the 
necessity of soaw concaalod symstry If blinrre And unmotivated cancella
tions arc to be avoided. For example, there in the effect of propagating 
scalar portlclee through space-tine loan [see Figure 2(a)): 

••J " 0<isj> (13) 
according to the local impart* (Hawkins at al. 1979. 1980). Then there 
are quadratic divergences in perturbation theory (see Figure 2(b)) which 
yield 

A 
«n£ - ^ d S -^ « A 2 t A 2 • o(n£ , m2,)? (14) 

There ur« also contributions to tlio light Hiss" n»afl«es from the Higgsea 
with large vacuum expectation vnlunw (HUU FlKurt 2(c)): 

Sm2 - V J . (15) 

Interaction* Ilk* the » H Ohawn in FI|Jtir* 2(c) are generated by radiative 
corrections (nee Figure 2(d)) nvon If thsy were unlawfully excluded from 
the true-lavnl Ldgrangisn (Gildcmur 1976, BuruM ££ aj_. 1976). One must 
adjust the porami'tutu of thu Lasran»Un taking into account at least 12 

Fig. 2. (a) A scalar particle propagating 
through apace-tloe foaa way acquire a mass 
0(wp) (Hawking «t a±, 1979, 19*0). (b) A 
quadratleally divergent contribution to the 
scalar boson (wis*)*. <c) A large contribution 
to the "light" Hlgca) (mass)2 fro* ttw conden
sation of "hwavy" Wags in the vaiuuft. (d) 
Ono-loop contributions to the Hfgg* self-
roupMntca, 

^ H H »*• !» 

Is) Is) ttl 

. H ,'» "\. _ /" :>sx;; • m • >-< 
--M Ml 'K 

(al 
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loop diagrams in perturbation nwtory so as to reduce the rIght-hond-slde 
12 -24 of Equation (15) by 0 ( d ) • 0(10 ) to make it acceptably small. 

Theorists have toyed with several possible solutions to this 
hierarchy problem. The latast and moat promising 1B auperBymmetry (susy), 
so let us now lonli at tliu conotruction ot susy GUTs. 

2 SUPERSYHMETRY PRIMER 
Before constructing susy Gin's, let us first refresh our recol

lections of susy and of its phenomenology. What is susy? It is a symmetry 
between lermions and bosons which is generated by charges Q with spin >s 
(Gol'fand & Ukhtman 1971; Volkov 4 Akulov 1973; Wess t, Zumlno 1974a). 
Th«y oh«y an algebra of anticammucotorn, as one uould expect for fermion 
operators, namely 

M (np>* P f| (16) 
« n J 

where the i-l,.,.,N are the different types of extended supei'symmetry, 
the o and > are srlnorial indices, and P is the momentum operator. Each 

i u 

operator Q Changes spin by half a unit. Since gauge theories only have 
spins (or hellcitles) between si, they can accommodate at Trout N » A 
(global) supursymmetrios. If one makes the supersymmetry transformations 
local, then Equation (16) meuiiK that are m-cossarlly mutt include general 
coordinate transformations, Tlivrefore one must Include gravity and accom
modate spins butween :2, tn which case N < 8 supcrsvmmetric-H are a]low«d 
(see Section 6) (Van NteuuenhulKpn 1981), to all these, casus one. has 
equal numbers of boson and fermion states 'B^ and 'F>, since 

IJ|BN - |F" and Q\n » \B^ (17) 

respec t ive ly . We w i l l r e s t r i c t mi rse lves to Bimji 11- H - 1 susv In ilir d i s -

cuMSlons that fo l low. In t h i s ease there an- two t l n s c s cif supennul t ipletK 

(representations of the fjLohal Htjpersymmetry aliivhr.i) which a re re levant . 

They are the 

gauge supe rmul t ip l e i ; ( , I (IB) 

which must 1U' In an ad jo in t rvpri 'Kvntatiun of tin- K.IUKI' uroi-n, ; i n J the 

ch i rn l Bupcrmult i p l e i : ( * 1 US) 
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which may H e In any representation of the gauge group. If N 2 2 wt 3rc 
forced to have fermlons lying in real representations of the gauge group, 
which conflicts with the phenomenalogical (and CUT) necessity of a complex 
fermion representation, 

Why_guBv? This is o question with many answers, one of which 
is simply because susy is beautiful. But this ia a rather subjective 
argument — mother nardvarks also believe that their offspring are beauti
ful, a point of view that can be debated. Susy Is the Only known type of 
symmetry which has not yet been exploited in fundamental physics, S D per
haps we should look for an application. It reduces the number of diver
gences in quantum field tfteary; for exanplc the N *• 4 gauge theory appears 
to be completely finite (Mandelstam 19B2), vhile the H - 8 supergravlty 
theory is probably finite up to 6 loops (Crisaru & Slegel 1982). Susy 
provides a home for scalar fields, as can be seen from the chiral ouper-
multiplet (19) where they are linked together with spin ^ fernlons, Susy 
has the general property of linking together matter and radiation — 
witness the gauge supermultiplet (18) relating spin 1 gauge bosons to 
spin \ fermions, and the H = 1 supermultiplet containing the graviton and 
the gravltlno discussed in Section 6. Extended supergravity theories are 
the only available candidates for unifying particle physics and gravity, 
though it must be confessed that present models still leave something to 
be desired (EHif etil, 1982b). 

All the previous motivations an- somewhat philosophical. The 
practical reason for much current interest in susy is the prospect of 
"solving" the hierarchy problem in CUTS (Dlmopniilns h Georgl 1981; .S;ik;il 
1982). "Solving" is in quotation makes because susy does not <yet) cost 
any convincing light on the question why iJi./nv, -0(10" ) or "Vi/m* * 
0(10" ), hut it can alleviate the technical difficulties of maintaining 
this hierarchy once it has been Imposed. This is hocauHi' of till' reduction 
in tliL- number uf divergences mentioned earlier. There are no quadratic 
divergences in liiifjy theories, which removes one uf I he worst correct iotii 
(l'i) to scalar (lUggs) hoson masses. Also, the only logarithmic diver
gences are wave function and gauge coupling runornuil izat ions. There tire 
no intrinsic renurmalizations of the Yukawa couplings or the Hlggs self-
couplings (Wess (• Zumino 1974b; lllopoulos & Zumitio 1974; r'errara et_ a_l.. 
1974). This means that if one sets the cuntributi-nn (15) to fty eqtt.it ts 
xero at the tree level, it will not »a generated by radiative corrections. 

http://eqtt.it
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*4 

Perhaps we will eventually need to worry about quantum Rrnvtty (13) as 
-veil, but at least seme progress has been raad«< 

Haw eusv? Suay cannot be exact In the real world, at It would 
imply equal masses for bosons and fermlons m„ » »_, Just as conventional 
isospln imparlance Implies n - m . One roust therefore ash how badly susy 
can be broken, I.e., how heavy can unseen superoynmetric partners be? 
Presumably the scale of amy breaking oust be lew than the scale 
0(»p *» I 0 W CoV) associated with gravitation. A more stringent constraint 
is that of "solving" the hierarchy problem. Let us suppose Cod in her 
infinite wisdom fixes •nj f i f i B " 0 (why? this is the reason that the hierarchy 
problem is not really solved). In an exactly suay world •»!___ would stay 
' zero, but if Busy is broken there are corrections due to imperfect cancel
lations between the diagrams shown in Figure 3: 

0{1/I6»2)(g2 or X^Hmg - „*) (20) 
where g(>) la a gauge (Yukawa) coupling. In order to maintain the Wdinborg-

» 7 3 
Salan Higga boson sufficiently light; \6K,\ £ 0(1) TeV we must require 

!m= - n|| < ° ^ \ .0(1) TeV2 . (21) 
T (g* or ^) 

Thus we flee that while the susy breaking may be relatively small. It can 
4 

be considerably larger than 0(1) TeV' in a supermultlplet which la weakly 
coupled to the Uelnberg-Salam Ulggs multiple! (A « 1) (Sills at al. 1982c). 
There la no necessity for the susy breaking mass splittings |s| - «J| to 
be universal for different superaultlplets. 

In all theories of broken easy we expect to find the light 
susy partner particles listed in Table I. Alongside each aparticle entry 
is indicated the most stringent present lower limit on its mass. All of 

Pig. i. 0ne-ln>A contributions 
to the (muss)2 of scalar particles. 

H 

i 
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Tabic 1. Suparsynnietric Particles 

PartUU Partner Spin Lower Limit on Maes 

Gauge 
SuperuultiplctS 

gluen g 

Y.Z 

glulno g 
wlno W~ 

(photino 7t slno 2 
l o r 

( wlno 2", blno i 

"a 
3 CeV 
IS GeV 

0 GeV 

Chlral 
Supermaltlplots 

quarks q 
lepton* I 
Higgsas H 

squarks q 
sleptoas ( 
shlggsee B 

5° 

0 
0 

H 

15 GeV 
15 CeV 
15 GeV 
0 CeV 

the lower limits cone from unsuccessful searches for new particles at 
PETRA, with tha exception of the gluino nass limit uhicn comes From hadron-
hadrnn collisions and parhsps husvy quarkonlum decays (Farrar & Fayut 
1978 a,b; Campbell at, al.. 1982). 

There are several puHSlble philosophies for breaking susy. 
One is to do it explicitly, introducing arbitrary "soft" mass terms for 
unseen particles which are sufficient to push them above the lower hounds 
in Table I. This strategy is aesthetically unattractive. It introduces 
•any new parameters Mhos* osgnatude Is not explained, and does not respect 
naturally the constraints iaposed by flav v-changing neutral Interactions 
(Ellin h Nanopoula* 1982a) and by CP violation (Ellis et al. 1982a). It 
is aore appealing to break ausy spontaneously. 

Either of two strategies nay be followed. One approach has 
spontaneous susy breaking arising in the gauge sector, and Is called D-
brraking (Fayet * Iliopoulos I975>. In the other approach soft Busy 
breaking arises in the Yukawa interactions of the chiral superfields 
(F-brcaklng) (O'Ralfeartaigh 1975; Fayet 1975). These names derive from 
the conventional notation for tha scalar Field potential {Fayet & Fcrrara 
1977) 

V - E l D j 2

+ £ 1^1* (22) 
vherc 

\ * «a ? *i Ta *1 + ** < M ) 
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with the g the different gauge couplings and t an arbitrary constant a a 

appearing If a 1 B a U(l) factor, and 

wl are 

p - Z \ik*t*\\ + & "uVj + £ Vi + b t 2 5 > 
t »J ,K i,J 1 

is a cubic polynomial In the chlral superfJ elds (•. called the auperpoten-
tlal, D-breoklng models require a new U U ) factor in the gauge group with 
an associated gauge boson U, and attempt to get realistic mass spectra at 
the tree level (Fayet 1981). F-hresking models rely on radiative correc
tions to feed the susy breaking through ta all the known supertoultiplets 
of Table I, und are technically more complicated to analyze. 

These two classes of models have rather different phenomeno-
lagles, and (t la advisable to keep both in mind. In the D-breaking models 
one can derive some upper limits of order 40 CeV on the manses of squarks 
and s.'eptc-ns (Fayet 1°S!). but only under simplifying assumptions which 
need not be valid. Conventional neutral current phenomenology forbids 
irLj/nuo - 0 ( 1 ) , but nt, « m „ 0 and m^ >> m _ 0 are both tenable hypotheses 
(Fayet 1981; Barblerl et_ a_l_. 1982 a.b). It Is a noteworthy feature of 
F-breaking models that the Bpartlcles or Table 1 are naturally heavier 
than their familiar partners, Gaugjnos an- huavtrr than gauge basons 
because they arc not protected by gauge lnvarlance, while squarks and 
Bleptons arc heavier than quarks and leptons because they are not protected 
by chlraJ symmetry. In either class of models the oricoordlal scale of m„ 
susy breaking could in principle be as largo as Ci(m or r O , though we will 
see later that this may give problems when we make susy loci] and go to a 
supergravity theory. Figure 4(a),(t>) illustrate two possible scenarios 
for the spectroscopy of "light" .-.usy particles, based on D- and F-hreaking 
models respectively (Fayct )9«I; Ellis ri^, I'lfll' c . d ) . 
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Fig, 4. Possible spdctroscipien (a) in susy broken a la Foyet h 
lllopoulos U97S)t and Wi in Busy broken a la Fayet (1975) and 
O'Roifeartaigb (1975). 

1 T-7 . 

IT J C V -

11 - — 
r,fc 

. . C n f.^pl^n- * •T.iiif MiC'V ^.-r-*- UyU'f i ' 

3 SUPERSYHHETRIC CUTS 
NDU that we have dt>vi>lop/d some notions about the speclrpscopy 

of s|nml aneously broken susy, we will nou proceed to construct simple susy 
(UlTs and disL-usK their phi-nomenol'-gy. The frTmiotiB and Higgs of conven
tional CUTs .ire now aligned to rhiral supermultlpluts. For example, the 
conventional "> $" and 10 x „ of finnions in a norm-"! SU(5) generation now 
become chiral Biipi-rmii] t Iplets with additional spin-iero components (see 
Equation (19)). Likewise the adjoint 24 of tllfigses i alBO acquires spin 
lj partners. It turns out th3t or'.' requires an iidditlunaJ doubling of the 
"light" Higgles, so that one has both J> and _5 aupcrmul t lplcts H and H , 
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These are both necessary If one is to give manses to all the quarks and 
leptons via terms In the superpotentlal (Dlmopoulos 4 Georgi 1981J Safcai 
1982)t 

9 * »2/3 ****' *of> S i Hr + "-1,3 ** *oB 5 & < 2 6 ) 

and we thereby also cancel the chlral anomalies vhlcti would otherwise be 
generated by the fermiens in a single Hlggs chlral supermultiplat. It la 
easy enough In principle to arrange the superpotential couplings so that 
the effective masses of the SU(2) doublet Hlggses In the supermjltiplets 
B r B vanlahi _ 

9 9 Xt U- T r U 3 ) + f Tr<* 2)] + Xj 9(*+ 3»')H « 7 ) 
.all one baa to do la choose • = •*. This condition is anaesthetic and Its 
origin Is unclear. However it is technically natural because of the no-
renomallsation theoren (Hess 6 Zumino 1974b; Iliopoulos & Ztmino 1974; 
Ferrara et a£. 1974). For M R details of the construction of susy GUTs, 
see Bills at. al. (I982d) and papers cited therein* 

We now turn to the phenomenology of the minimal Busy GUTSi A 
first remark Is that the rate of approach of the gauge couplings la modi
fied (Dlmopoulos ejt, jl.. 1981; Ibfincz & Ross 1981; Einhorn & Jones 1982) 
thereby increasing the expected value of the (jrund unification mass acalai 
In leading loop order 

(28) 
The decrease trom 11 to 9 is due to gauglno loops partially counteracting 
gauge boson loops. The increase in sensitivity to light Hlggs multiplets 
is due to the apparition of light ahtfcgs fermlons. Since K„ Is oven in a 
suay GUT, the Higgs effects are at least six tiroes greater than In minimal 
conventional GUTs, With N - 2 one finds when Z-loap effects are included 
(Einhorn & Jones 1982; Ellis H a l . 1982J) 

a^ - 6 C ± m « 1 0 1 6 x A ^ (29) 
so that ; W _ 1 5 0 HeV corresponds to HL, about 1 « 10 GeV. The corresponding 
value of sin e M Is 

sin 26 w - 0,236 i 0.002 (30) 
for b > - 100 to 200 HeV, This La less comfortably close to the best 
experimental value (2) than was the conventional CUT prediction (1), but 
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Judicious adjustment of the susy particle thresholds may dissolve this 
conflict! If ons goas to N„»4, Equation (28) shows that HL. la decreased, 
but then nln 2B w axceeda 0.255 (Einhorn & Jones 1962; Ellis et al, I982J>. 
Reaarkably enough, the value of \/»^ calculated In susy GUIs Is numerically 
essentially Identical vlth that in conventional GUIs: 

.1 

conv 
1 loop . 

| susy 
11 loop 

j < 2 V 
8 1 ( V J 

12/23 a 3(« T) ,<"„> 
4/7 [«3<V 

l°SUN 
8/9 

• 1 I 1.0 (3D 
Looking at the increased value (29) of m„, one might expect the nuclson 
lifetime te be longer In sway GDIs than In conventional GDIs, if i_ • «_ 
oo before. 

However, Weinberg (1982c) and Sakai & Ymuigida (1982) have 
pointed out that there is a new class of baryon decay diagram in Susy 
theories, shown 1ft Figure 5, which nay give s nueh shorter lifetins. They 
Involve • dimiKtsion 5 AB - AT, operator (figure 5(a)) coupling quarks, 
Hquarks, loptoni and sleptons arising tram Higgs supormultiplct axehanjUi 
which hat a coefficient Od/i^): 

— (qco t or c q q f j (32) 

The operator (32) does not yet give baryon decay, but nmet be dressed as 
In Figure 5(b) by the exchange of a gaugino with i supcrsyametry breaking 
•ass which we cake to be an - 0(«y), to give a conventional effective eqqi 
operator. The coefficient of this operator will be 

'W (33> 

Fig. it (a) Diagrams contributing to the dimension 5 
operators responsible for baryon decay in minimal susy 
GUTs, and Cb) the dimension 5 operator dressed by an 
external gauglno loop (Weinberg 1982c; Sakal & Yanagida 
1962). 

oooolno 
i* T l \ 

•A 7 H \ ' '/\' A-
• • • t t l '4-11 IQ) lb> 
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2 2 6 
and uo thorcfore have T „ « mv% rather than mZ. One night worry that tliv 
baryon llfotitr.o may now be too shore, but thin appears not to b* the case 
(Dimopoulon ££ nj,. 1982; Ellis «Jt, jil. 1982j), If one cotnparoi the coeffi
cients of the uffactive operators fnr h.-iryan due ay in SUHV and conventional 
GUIs, one sacs chat the gusy Interaction is boosted by a factor OO^/m^) * 
© O O 1 * ) but that this is cearaenroted by Yu)t«m couplings fi (32) of O(l0"*>t 

a loop factor (33) of 0(10 ) , a short distance suppression factor of 
0(10 ), and Clio change in mT (29) of 0(10" ) , Thus the convention.il and 
•usy baryon dacay rates are eonparabli.-, and a «usy baryon has fg » 0(10 ) 
years if 

>g ay » 0 ( 1 0 U ) CcV2 (3«) 
or 

ng £ 0(100) CeV - (Kn^) (35) 
If m^ - 0 O O 1 * ) C*V as sugswtwl by fiquntloe (29). 

A ptisttible snap, IiuweviT, is that »UBV baryon decay mode* art* 
very different from conventional baryon decay modes (DlmopoHloa at al. 
IM2; Ell (a si. 2i< '°&?j): 

B •» uK » VTI >> |i n >;• u K '> e r (36) 

and do not match very well the chnrnct .'ri»tli'it of the baryon di'cay cnndl-
datua reported (Kriehnasvamy £t a K 1981, 1982) from the Kolar Cold Fields 
which look mure like B - e ». p , i... Many of the propusvd new baryon deeav 
experiment)) urv opt(ml2L>ti for those decay modcH, bul would bo li'Ks i-fficieitt 
at detecting U •* vK. An Idea (Rozanov 1982) fur a detector to limit for 
B -» vK decays is shown in Figure 6. O I K look)* <"or n • vK? decays in the 
rock surrounding a cave, with i-oiuit.-rs .ir<<und the walls to vi-to im-itmiiif-, 
particles, and a detector instill- to pick up any pcnelral lug Ki * *ev or 
tin or Him decay*, rt-construet tln-m tiix.1 look for >» pmrnoilirivflilE If K? sij;u,i] 
Conine Trom baryon decay. It si-i'iiis likely lluit i'in e.mld si'.ircli for SIKV 
baryon decays (36) with a sentilttvity to lifetime of order 10 years. 

http://convention.il
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Fig, 6> The Idea of ftoianov 
(1982) for detecting n - vK° 
decay•< 

.,-£«.i...**.v<... &• . S f t t a ''• 

A SUSY COTS AHD C08HOLOCT 
Life In the very early Universe in certainly mora complicated 

and potentialLy Interesting in susy ClTTs. We have already seen (22) the 
form af the effective acalar potential in a susy theory at tero temperacur*, 
Tha potential (22) Is clearly positive semi-definite, and la saro if and 
only if auay la unbroken. Realistic models often have several Busy minima 
which arc degenerate with aero vacuum energy, at least in the absence of 
radiative corrections. For example, the minimal SU(5) nodal (26,2?) dia-
cussc-d earlier ha* degenerate susy minima which nr« 

SU(S) Invariant ; «|*|0> 

SU(4) «U(1) invariant 

SU(1) -SU(2) « L'(l) Invariant : <0 i«> 

Dragon (198?) minimum : ' 0 ;> l0> 

(17) 

and marc rnronl i t i l ted pussiM) i t lt-s ex is t in nthcr HIINV OUTS (Frnmpton & 
Kfcpk/irl 19«2j Buccclla ot. al_, 1982 a .h ) , Ttit q u a l i t y Ivc s i t ua t i on 1* 
shown i n Figure ?> at high temperatures T = O ^ ) the Universe may not 
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Fis> 7. Degenerato ausy 
potential stateta In Minimal 
auay BP(5) (DinepoulM a 
Georgi, 1981 f Safcai 1982). 

W W ™ 
imr 

know which of chose minima to choose, and different causally separated 
region* of the vary early Universe may choose differently. 

There ere several possible ways of breaking the degeneracy 
between the different suay minima. Clearly susy breaking effects do, buc 
they give 

4V <• n>g njj or a* (38) 
vhere n. li a euay breaking parameter which is possibly much less than m^. 
Even if the SU(3) K S U ( 2 ) K U ( I ) minimum is favored by thene effects (36), 
the rate at which parts of the Universe which hod cooled into one of the 
other minima (37) than tunnel Into the energetically preferred one may be 
unacceptably alow (Ellis e.C el. 19B2f; Brednlckl 1982b): 

Tunnelling probability - e~ B IB • 0 (39) 'ft) 
where A is a generic chlral nuperfleld coupling. Either one wants m » nu 
(which may run into ether difficulties) or else one must take X « 1 If one 
is to get an adequately short lifetime for the false minima <Nanoj>cnj los 
e£«l. 19«2). 

In point of fact, finite temperature fluctuations may get one 
out of the false minima more quickly than quantum tunnelling. Finite 
temperature effects give energy shifts proportional to the number of light 
particles. Unfortunately, In minimal SU{5) this means that the SU<5) 
invariant minimum <37) is the lowest, and (he SL<{4) *U<1) and S U O ) * 
SU{2) *U<1) minims are an equal amount higher. However. It Is possible 
to construct variants of Che simplest suay CUT (26,27) in which SU<5) 
invariant mlntmuw actually breaks superayametryj and la hence is higher 
than die SU(«) *»(!) and SU(3) xSU(2) *0(1) mini** (Ellis et a±. 1982J). 
while finite cesjpereture effects favor the desired SDO) *SU<2) «U(i) 
minimal as shown in Figure 8. 
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Fig. 8. Possible fvm «if the potential 
In wmHBtnlBsl rosy 8U(S) (El l i s tt, a l . 
1982*1). 

V(«» 

There In another cutu Idea for siting out of an undesirable 
SU<5) minimum should it exist (Kaitopouloa 6 Taravakls 1982a; Sredlncki 
1982a). The point is that in the SIK5) invariant phase tha gauge couplinn. 
tends to become strong at an energy or temperature 0(10 1 GeV, This may 
lead to the degeneracy between the various minima being broken at this 
level. Fax example, when the SU(5) coupling is strong, presumably It 
confines, and the number of light degrees of freedom may be reduced, ao 
that it becomes energetically disfavored by comparison with the 5U(4) «U<1) 
and SU(3) - SIT(2) *U(I) minima. If the generic Yukawa coupling A la auffl-
clently small, the Universe may then find its way to the deal red 8U(3> « 
su{2) «u(l) minimum as indicated in Figure V. It may be that the transi
tion passes through an intermediate SU(4) *U(I) phaen with the previous 
history recycled at a strong coupling temperature 0(10 ) GeV, 

Fig. 9. Possible non-perturbative 
Si)(5) effect, on the minima la a 
<™sy CUT (Kanopoiilos & Tomvakls 
1982a; Srednlcfci 1982a). 

^ ^ % Z 
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Since SU<5) is broken at temperatures « PJL. In this scenario, 
one muHt rethink Big Bang baryosynthesis. An attractive option Is to have 
relatively light "heavy" color triplet HiggseK with masses o(to ° to 1(1 ) 
GeV. This is the lowest mass compatible with d » 6 Hljgs exchange operators 
letting baryons live longer than 10 years. If dominant, they give 
(Nanopoulos & TdffiVdkls 1932b) 

B •• u K' or vK . <40) 
If there are such light color triplet Higgses, one must find some extra 
symmetry to forbid them from making a d = 5 operator contribution to baryon 
decay (cf, Figure 5(a)), 

Either of the scenarios in Figure 8 or Figure 9 can probably 
generatu sufficient baryon number in the very curly Universe. 

5 SUPKKUVMHKTRIC INFLATION 
The other currently exciting application of GUTs in the very 

early Universe is to generate cosmological Inflation (Kuth 1981; Linde 
19S2n; Alhrcchl & Stelnhardt 1982). This can be driven hy a vacuum 
potential energy density which Is much larger than T . A priori it might 
seem to be a disadvantage time in susy theories the vacuum energies at 
(broken) susy minima ore small (38) which might make it more difficult to 
drive Inflation. Furthermore, the smallnesa of the vacuum energy may make 
it difficult to ruhuut to a high enough temperature to achieve baryo-
synthesis. However, both the.;t- difficulties can he resnlvi-d if one recalls 
that susy Is automatically broken at finite temperatures, and hence there 
Is no conclusive reason why the Universe should be in a supcrsymjnetric 
configuration while it Is inflating. If susy is broken the vacuum energy 
can be much larger than suggested by (38). Indeed, susy m.-iy vv<-n be 
beneficial in achieving sufficient inflation without Kene m t i rig un.ict'ept-
ably large fluctuations (Ellis ot. a^. 1982 g.h.l). Thia I* he 
allows one to adjust or fine-tune parameters without having to worry 
about Chen being disturbed by radiative corrections. 

To see this, let us first (Ellis e£ *]_. 1981');) look at tin-
conventional Colemnn-Wulnberfi potential 

vhere 
V 0 » - A«*(ln # 2/o 2 - W + D # 2 <4!) 

A- ( l r t A s V ) ( ^ B ^ - E 8 F » J ) (42) 
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with B B( F) the number of boson (fernlon) hellclty mates coupled to the 
field $. In minimal SU(5) one has 

I0Z4ii 
The parameter D is Equation (41) is an effective (mass)2 parameter which 
can get contributions from many sources: 

0 " z (mo + c j 2 * b R " 3*'***) ( 4 4 ) 

2 where m- lc the flat-space, zero-temperature mass, c = (75/8)g and T Is 
probably the Hawking temperature T H « H/2n during an Inflationary De Sitter 
epoch* b is an unknown parameter which Is probably Q{1) and specifically 
1/6 for confortnally coupled scalar fields, R is the scalar curvature, 
-A/4 is nn effective scalnr self-coupling and <$ > the quantum expectation 

i 
value of 4" (LInde 1962b). To get sufficient inflation we must ensure thnt 
D is small: 

^ > 65 (45) 
where 

is the Hubble parameter during the Inflationary epoch. The condition (45) 
requires a delicate suppression of the D term (44) which seems unnatural 
In a theory which is not supcrsyraisetriu> However, nusy allows to "set and 

2 forget" n. at any value we like, the c f term can be arbitrarily small if 
the field driving inflation is a gauge singlet, the bR term Is absent in 
a coiiVi.-nrion.Tll> Hey1-rescaled model of chlral supcrmultiplets coupled to 
slm|>U- N-l supcrgravity (Crcmmer et_ a^. 1978, 1979, 1982 a,b), and the 
effortivc scalar coupling A can he vhoscn to respect the Llnde (1992b) 
condiLion _ 

» « -ife - 5 " l ° " 3 <"> 
whii-h is not the case in the conventional CUT model (41) where A (43) is 
typically iKJ/10). Even if we get enough inflation, we must guard against 
liavtnn i-mvssivvly large fluctuations. In otrr earlier work (El 11a at a.1. 
1982c,) niL-ntiuncd at this meeting, we took the point of view that one only 
had a chance of suppressing fluctuations to sufficiently low levels if the 
Hawking & Moss (1932) action 

http://coiiVi.-nrion.Tll
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was considerably larger than unity. In this cue it Might be legitimate 
to view the flip of an entire De Sitter horizon volune from the origin 
•-•o' V " V 0 t o t h e l o c a l "Bxtnui of the potential (41) at 4-4|. v * v i 
shown in Figure 10. If B were only of order unity* there would be no 
strong reason for large regions of space to beccwe hung up at the local 
•axtaum, and one would expect the phase transition to bt> very InlHMtogt'neous 
and yield unacceptably large fliiclnntfons. The condition that fi (48) for 
the potential (41) be large 1st 

16A3o* 
» 1 (49) 

'The conditions of sufficient inflation (65) and of smoothness (49) can oniv 
be reconciled if A Is very imall (Ellis tt, si.. I982g)i 

A < 3(n/130)2 - 0(IO - 3) (50) 
which la certainly not the caiici for minimal SU(S) for which A •> 0(1710) 
from Equation (43). Indeed, two reeent calculations (Hawking L982; Cuth & 
Pi 1982) discussed st this meeting suggest thnt the msgnltudu of fluctua
tions in a new Inflationary Univcrup bnsed on minimnl SU(5) nrw indead 
much too large• 

He have now seen several reasons why euny may help the infla
tionary Universal it gives ue more freedom tn suppress the effective mass 
parameter D (44) In a naturnl way, and It unuhles UH to Lunp tlnwii A Ci2) 

Fig. 10. Sketch of the effact-lve potent IJII 
for 4, Including the local minimum VQ at 
the origin, the but tier provided by the 
local naxiaMM Vj, end die global nlnlMun 
V - 0 at $•(•. 
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as desired (50) for solving the homogeneity problem. Therefore, since the 
Workshop we have constructed (Ellis at al. I982h) A toy suporsyaactrle 
model which one can u w as • test-bed for supersynsntrlc Inflation. It la 
defined by a superpotential 

P(*,X,Y) - aX *(*-p) + OY(* 2-i. 2) (51) 
whose associated potential (22,24) has a zero-temperature Bttparsyanatrlc 
minimum at * = u, ami a non-zero value at + * 0 which can be used to drive 
Inflation. The conditions (65 49) can be K»t1*fi«i) if 

a,b - J O ( I O " V I « » ) , (52a) 
2 

^ j - 2 « O^IO" 1* 2/^) . (S2b) 
b 

it is certainly possible to impose these conditions on the ouporsymmmic 
model (51), and thay are technically natural, but they look llk« rather 
Inelegant fine-tuning, at laait In the case of (52b) whan v << nip, Kor 
this reason, it looki more appealing to postulate that Inflation took place 
close to the Planck epoch, which might entail taking u >> m*,. In thla case 
we would want the Higgs field driving inflation to be a SU(5) gauga singlet, 
which is indeed how we choae $ in the auparpotuntlal (51) and incidentally 
enables us to suppress the finite temperature contribution to D In Equation 
(44). The hypothesis of inflation driven by an order paramttLur much larger 
than mj, ue term "primordial inflation" (Ellin ijt, uU 19S2h). 

There is another reason for favorins this hypothesis which is 
related to the fluctuation problem. We have rvcencly used (fill! si at al, 
19BZ1) the formalism of Olson (1976) developed by Coth 4 PI (1982) to 
analyze the spectrum of perturbations expected In tliu aupersyoMatric toy 
model (51). We find that they are approximately scale invariant In a way 
not very dissimilar from that found by Cuth 6 Pi (1982), and with a mag-
nitude which can be adjusted by varying a and b In the modal (51). tie gat 
the desired spectrum do/o » 0(10"*) if (Ellis ct, al. 19821) 

a,b B o(lO"V»,) . (53) 
This indicates that the previous Hawking l K'ss (1982) condition (49) which 
becomes (52a) for our toy model, while necessary to suppress lnhomogenel-
ties, is not in itself sufficient. The fluctuation condition (51) appears 
to push us in the direction of <rjry snail a,b unless u • 0(Up)t Another 
motivation for primordial sipursymmacrlc inflation? 
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One siuio of primordial inflation is that it reopens the grand 
unified monpole problem. Inflation no longer suppresses the monopole 
density and one must Appeal to another mechanism. Two posnibilities >• 
the flupurcounuilngy (NanopooJos & Tamvakis 1982 a,b; Sredi >ck1 1982 a,1>) 
scenario outlined in Section 5, and this possibility (Bais & Rudaz 1980) 
that monopole production may be suppressed by thermodynamic factors 
e«pt-(i\./T_) ] during a second order GUT phase transition (Ellis et al. 
19fl2h). 

6 IS GRAVITY AN ESSENTIAL COMPLICATION? 
Sa far wu have neglected gravity in our discussion of GUTH and 

eusy GUTB, and generally one chinks that this is likely to be a reasonable 
first approximation! However we have already seen a couple of ways in 
which gravitational effects may show up in inflationary cosmology. Or.? it 

7 the R term In lite expression (44) for the effective HigRs |nus«) D. The 
oth^r is the T term in (44) which may he expected to become, the square of 
the Hawk!HE temperature T.. » H/2-.i during the De Sitter inflationary epoch. 
The coefficient b of the R term in (44) is arbitrary until we know haw 
scalar fLelda couple tn gravity, while treating finite curvature effects 

2 solely through this and a T„ turn may nuL be completely satisfactory. H 
Another reason why wu might worry about gravitational effects is the 
impetus (i-n,53) that wu received towards inflation with u - n O O , 
Finally, there is tin- mor^ abstract theoretical point that if one wants 
to make a theory with local supersymmetry then one must incorporate yravity 
and construct a siipergravity theory, which is Indeed the only consistent 
framework for cnmhlnlni; Hiisy and gravity. 

An muntlonud in Suction 2, there ore Hiipergravii i ey viirli 
N B 1,2,3,... ,8 extended snpersymmetries (Van ttieuuenhui;:en 1'JHl). Even 
if uc SL.iuve that the ultimate physical theory tuis H M , for i In; rt'isnn^ 
of chirallty fUtliiiKRed in Section 2 thy only posslhle effective ]ou-enerfjy 
theory in one hosed un M " l . In this theory the siipermul tiplcts (IR,!<>> 
are supplemented by the 

grnviton-nravf lino .supermult iplpt : i ,1,1 - (54) 

In addition to Uiu EIUW K>'avitim> particle and its eouplie.;, there ore 
additional *ow-enersjy nnn-renormalieable effective interactions among 
familiar particle.' (18,19) whir1*. Are scaled by universe powers of the 
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Planck maaa (Crcmwcr et al. 1978, 1979, 1984 a,h). An important example 
Is the uffectlv,. scalar potential. It Is convenient to write the modified 
potfiitial in n Ueyl-rescaled Form where there is no R* term; b » 0 in 
Equation (44). The potential for gauge-sing]ct fields A (no l) term in 
Equation (22)) iy then 

V - cx P(> ]A| 2)[2lF A+ VA*P| 2 - 3|P| 2] (55) 

if we make the simplifying assumption of canonical derivative terms 
h\d A| In the Lagranglan. (Mure general forms are possible, but thay do 
not alter qualitatively tliu subsequent discussion.) Note that wc have 
used "natural" units K = Bn/3n^, = 1 in writing the expression (55). When 
we compare and contrast with the globally supersynnnetric potential (22) 
we see the important difference that a negative terra is now present. Thifl 
enables one to cancel the positive vacuum energy otherwise expected in 
states with susy broken, and even enables us to have states with negative 
vacuum energy. Weinberg (1982b) has emphasized that the P-tlcpendunl turms 
in (55) can break the degeneracy between different glnbally supurHymmetric 
minima, but haw .shown tl •: even if there are minima with negative vacuum 
energy, a state with zero vacuum energy is stable against decay into them. 

Now that we have introduced the gravitino (54). wo must usk 
and answer a few questions about it, notably what is itB maun and how tiw "•;• 
-hould there be in the Universe? The Jjravitino acquires a muss by eating 
the spin >j gnldKlino particle associottH with the spontaneous breakdown 
of global supersynvmetry, in much the same way That a gauge bcwin heeornes 
massive hy eating a spin • Coidscone boson .Van Nicuwenhulzen 1981). 
The gravitino mass is ri-U .d to the *T.1O of supersymmetry breaking tu 
sucli a way that 

if tin.- L-iism'luniral constant is s«t :o zero jy cancoHing the pnnftivu und 
nrnalivi- ti-rms in Vt'i}. He *(•<.• ftom F1;nation (55) that there is a i-niitri-
but tori 

'.. A'MPi" 1 fxp('j ;A ') f»'> 

to tlw spin-^ero f i e l d mass, matrix wttirh irapliL's a low.-r bound (Kit fit & 

Hanopoulos 19B2b) 

on tin; average of spin-zero p a r t i c l e masses in 3 ch ira l supermu)Liplel. 
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We Know that at least some spin-sero particles must be quite Unlit, notably 
squarks, sleptons and Higgs bosons. It is always possible (Ga*llard et al. 
1982) to set up a spontaneously broken global sywntitry in such a way that 
one of the two spin-zero particles in a given chiral supermultiplet is 
massless, but we do not know of any realistic example;; where both of then, 
are massless at the tree level. Furthermore, in many cases tb< component 
which ie maseless at the tree level is only a pseudej-ColdHtone boson 
because the corresponding global symmetry i« broken by gauge or other 
non-gravitational interactions. In this case the (almost) rnasFless spln-
zero component can acquire a (matin) which is plausibly 0(a) times m 

C 
(Caillard et al. 1982). Since both spin-zero components of all quark and 
lepton supermultiplets must have masses < 0(10 ) CeV in order to protect 
the gauge hierarchy, while the "light" Hlggs bosons must also have masses 

2 
£ 0(10 ) GeV in order Co break the. weak gauge symmetry at the desired 
scale, the potential existence of a few pseudo-Goldstone bosons does not 
help. The average masses nu of gquarks, oleptons and Higgses must oil be 
£ 0(10 ) GeV and therefore the constraint (58) on the average spin-zero 
boson mass tells us that (Ellia & Nanopouloa 1982b) 

nw < 0(10 2) GeV (59) 

which in turn (56) means that 

tns < 0(10'°) GeV . (60) 

This range of m_ means that a susy GUT is still essentially supersymmetric 
1ft on a mass scale 0(10 ) GeV. However, this does not prevent one from 

achieving inflation, as was exemplified by our toy model (51). 
There is a further eosmologi. al complication with the mass of 

the gravitino which was pointed out by Weinberg (1982a). It is that 
gravitinos have relatively long lifetimes: 

T c ^ ° W • <*'> 
If present in the very early Universe, they may suruivi. embarrassingly 
long, and either dominate the Universe with their excess mass density, 
and/or drown it in entropy when they eventually decay (the "gravitino 
problem"). Weinberg (1982a) suggested that either gravitinos should decay 
before nucleosynthesis in which case 

mg > 0(10*) GeV , m g > 0 ( 1 0 U ) GeV (62) 
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or else they should be sufficiently light to avoid contributing too much 
density ti' the present-d?y Universe (Pagels d Prlmack 1982): 

uw < 0{1) keV m < O(106 to 10 } CuV (63) 
The lower Unit (62) is In prima facie conflict with the upper limit (59): 
does this mean we have to choose the lower range (63) of gravitlno masses? 
Not necessarily, because we hrve shown during tnis Workshop (Ellis £t ol. 
1982a) tb-it even a relatively modest .mount of inflation can suppress the 
primordial gravitlno number density sufficiently low ro make the conditions 
(62,63) unnecessary, while gravitino production after the Planck epoch is 
not sufficient to recreate the gravitino problem. Our reaulta are exhibited 
graphically in Figure M, which shows that a suppression factor Y_ < 0(10-1^) 
of the gravitino number density relative to that naively expected In an 
adiabatically expanding Universe would suffice to respect all Big Bang 
nucleo- and baryosynthesis constraints, while gravitino production after 
the Planck epoch is not important. The amount of inflation required to 
solve the gravitino prohlem is relatively modest, since on increase in the 

Fig, 11, Cosmological constraints on the abundance Y G of gravitinos 
relative to the normal cosmological abundance. An inflation factor 
L would give a primordial gravitino abundance Y G = 0(1/L3). Also 
shown in the figure are some typical gravitino production mechanisms 
which respect the cosmological constraints. 
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costalc scale factor by 0(100 suffices to nupprem Y„ by 0(I0" 1 5), We 
therefore think that all gravltlno l u u t In the particle physics range 
(59) nay be reconciled with the Coaaoloftical constraint*. 

It Is clear that the next step should be to rework tvper-
aymtrlc Inflation using the supargravlty affective potential (55). Also 
one should investigate more closely the eoanological production of gravi-
tlnoa around and nhortly after the Planch epoch, to M C how close to *p 
one can push the order paraneccr of the Mega field driving inflation 
(cf. the parameter u of Sanations (5l),(S2b) and (S3)). So far we do not 
have a conplete answer to the question raised In the heading Co this 
section. 

7 COHCUBSICMS 
One may briefly summariss an follows the status of CUTs anil 

nup1.rH>ifcictric CUTK in the very early Universa as follows. Conventional 
GUTH do not (yuL?> conflict seriously with uxpor intent, Furthsnnora, thuy 
perform baryosyncliusis in an ek'uonc way. Kuwcvcr, tlicy are ombarrashuJ 
by the relative paucity of grand unlflod monopolas which nay be explained 
away by cosmological inflation. Unfortunately, It Is difficult to achieve 
sufficient inflation In a natural way and with sufficiently small fluctua
tions fin/n. Furthermore, convontlonal GUTs have tochnicnl difficulties 
with maintaining the gaugp hierarchy! 

These technical prub1 urns are resolved in nuperaymraetrlc CUTs, 
whode conventional phenomenology is (almost) I'quftl ly Hullsfsctory, Un
fortunately, r.upy CUTs are often plagued by a plethora of degvoerate vacua 
which complicate diecussfin of the GUT phase transition and b*ryo#ynthcsis. 
However, susy may alleviate ttte fine-tuning ond fInrluMlm* problems 
associated with Inflation in roovtiitinntO VVTs. Wlwn ntmblnvd with 
gravity, susy glv^s birth to a Massive grovliino which prwvnts sow 
cosaologleal problens that are fortunately soluble. 

Life with susy la difficult but pott-nt l;il lv rvwardins. 
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